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The links between the microscopic dynamics and macroscopic threshold physics of the L ! H
transition are elucidated. Emphasis is placed on understanding the physics of power threshold
scalings, and especially on understanding the minimum in the power threshold as a function of
density Pthr (n). By extending a numerical 1D model to evolve both electron and ion temperatures,
including collisional coupling, we find that the decrease in Pthr (n) along the low-density branch is
due to the combination of an increase in collisional electron-to-ion energy transfer and an increase
in the heating fraction coupled to the ions. Both processes strengthen the edge diamagnetic electric
field needed to lock in the mean electric field shear for the L ! H transition. The increase in
Pthr (n) along the high-density branch is due to the increase with ion collisionality of damping of
turbulence-driven shear flows. Turbulence driven shear flows are needed to trigger the transition by
extracting energy from the turbulence. Thus, we identify the critical transition physics components
of the separatrix ion heat flux and the zonal flow excitation. The model reveals a power threshold
minimum in density scans as a crossover between the threshold decrease supported by an increase
in heat fraction received by ions (directly or indirectly, from electrons) and a threshold increase,
supported by the rise in shear flow damping. The electron/ion heating mix emerges as important to
the transition, in that it, together with electron-ion coupling, regulates the edge diamagnetic electric
field shear. The importance of possible collisionless electron-ion heat transfer processes is
explained.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4914934]

I. INTRODUCTION

Good confinement is critical to ITER ignition. The pre-
ferred route to good confinement is the high confinement
mode, or H-mode. The H-mode, as opposed to the low-
confinement, or L-mode, is characterized by the spontaneous
buildup of steep density and pressure gradients at the plasma
edge. There is mounting evidence that L ! H transition is
triggered by turbulence energy coupling to low frequency
shear flows via Reynolds work.1–18 As a consequence, turbu-
lence and turbulent transport collapse, enabling the increase of
the edge diamagnetic electric field shear (associated with the
pressure gradient rhPi) and thus the ultimate L ! H transi-
tion and the development of an edge transport barrier (ETB).
This evolution can occur via an extended cyclic I-phase or in
a single burst of shear flow growth.19–21 Recent fluctuation
measurements16 and transition model studies22 support this
two-step scenario. However, the improved understanding of
dynamics so far has not yielded an improved understanding of
the power threshold. This is critical, as power remains the
principal macroscopic control knob on the transition.

Early models of the L-H transition were phenomenolog-
ical and concentrated on the transition power threshold scal-
ing in density n and magnetic field BT. A simple power-law
Pthr  nxBy

T was commonly used, with the scaling exponents
x for n and y for BT extracted from empirical scans. The scal-
ing exponents were estimated from the multi-machine fits,23

which typically placed both exponents in the range 0.7–0.8.
Another phenomenological approach was suggested by
Wagner (e.g., Ref. 24) and was based on a requirement that
the ion diamagnetic velocity Vdi ¼ ÿðc=enBÞ@Pi=@r exceeds
a critical value for the transition to occur. Of course, Vdi is
a component of the E B velocity, as well. This yielded
Pthr / nB, and the critical value for the velocity was
obtained from the measurement of the electron pressure gra-
dient at the transition point.

Simple power threshold scalings are obviously inconsis-
tent with the well known minimum in the Pthr (n) curve, long
observed in many tokamaks25 (see Ref. 26 for a review). The
observations are not easy to interpret because of the signifi-
cant data point scatter and variations between different
machines. These differences are concerned with both the
depth of the minimum and the density at the minimum point,
which cannot be explained merely by variations in magnetic
field.27 The PthrðnÞ / n0:7 scaling inferred from experiments
is relevant only to the high-density branch of the Pthr (n)-
curve and yields no additional insight into the nature of the
minimum. Dedicated experimental studies, particularly the
recent papers27,28 indicate that electron heating—especially
electron cyclotron heating (ECH)—combined with ineffi-
cient collisional electron-ion heat exchange on the low-
density branch are crucial to the threshold minimum.

Going beyond phenomenology, the difficulties in under-
standing threshold physics are the mesoscale and multistage
characters of L! H phenomena, which involve coupling thea)E-mail: mmalkov@ucsd.edu
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turbulence-driven and mean flows to small scale turbulence
that also determines the pressure and density gradients.
These gradients drive the turbulence and must be evolved
dynamically. Given the complexity of these feed-back loops,
the key physical dependencies of the L ! H transition are
difficult to determine from the ab-initio numerical simula-
tions. This motivated the development of simplified, low-
degree-of-freedom models, such as the simple 0D model of
the L ! H transition suggested in Refs. 3 and 29. This was
supported experimentally, e.g., Refs. 11 and 30 and followed
up by theoretical development and improved models.31–33

A further advance of the 0D model was its 1D, five-field
extension10 which, in addition to the drift wave (DW) inten-
sity and zonal flow (ZF) energy, also evolved the mean flow
(MF), pressure, and density. Using this model, important
new signatures of the transition were recovered and docu-
mented in Refs. 10, 22, 34, and 35. In particular, a strong
mean flow jet, tightly collimated at the edge, was identified
as a robust mesoscale signal of LH transition. Of course,
such features of the flow are beyond the reach of 0D models.

Here, we proceed to study the threshold physics, including
the scaling and structure of PthðnÞ, by extending the 1D model.
This study is motivated by recent experiments26–28,36,37 which
suggest aspects of the roles of electron and ion transport and
heating in producing a power threshold minimum for LH transi-
tions. In particular, the crucial role of the edge ðrPi=nÞ

0 in
locking in the H-mode has been indicated and linked to the ion
heat flux at the edge. All this must also be reconciled with the
observed role of fluctuation power coupling to shear flows,
which initiates the transition.18 Thus, a focus of this work is on
the missing link between microscopic turbulence physics and
macroscopic dynamics, and on the role it plays in power thresh-
old scaling. The major goal is to understand the physics which
underpins the observed minimum in Pthr (n). Based on our
model study and comparison with experiments, we propose and
examine the following interpretation of this phenomenon:

(i) the ion heat channel is ultimately responsible for the
transition as it builds up the diamagnetic electric field
/ rhPii at the edge, required for the transition.
However,

(ii) the initial trend of a decrease in Pthr (n) with increasing
density is primarily associated with the dominance of
electron heating over the ion heating in the low-density
regime. This opens the door for shifting the heat from
electrons to ions at higher densities. Such a shift progres-
sively improves the conditions for LH transition, through
the cumulative effect of the following two factors, both
of which are crucial to produce the Pthr decrease:
(a) the increase in collisional heat transfer from

electrons to ions.
(b) the increase of the heat fraction coupled to ions

independent of the collisional electron-to-ion
heat transfer.

(iii) the subsequent increase in Pthr (n) is due to the increase
in damping of turbulence driven shear flows with ion
collisionality (that also grows with density). This scaling
reveals the turbulence-generated shear flow as a trigger
mechanism, as was indicated by the preceding studies.10

Neither (a) nor (b) in (ii) suffices to reverse the trend of
increasing Pthr with density caused by the increasing shear
flow damping which prevails in (iii). Only in the low-density
regime do they work together, so the minimum in the Pthr (n)
curve can be interpreted as the crossover point between the
trends (ii) and (iii). However, the recent ASDEX results27

indicate that even for pure ECH, the Pthr (n) decreases with n
in the low-density regime. This result apparently eliminates
our requirement (ii.b) above. We reconcile it with our model
predictions by speculating that some part of the ECH energy
is transferred to ions by collisionless mechanisms—either
via heating or via anomalous coupling (turbulence)—which
would be equivalent to (ii.b) and bypass (ii.a) above. We
briefly discuss this possibility in Sec. V.

To address the premises (i)–(iii), the model must evolve
electron and ion temperatures separately. The previous model10

is based on a single fluid approach and does not separate spe-
cies, nor does it allow for primarily ion (ITG) or electron
(CTEM) mechanisms. Therefore, we extend it in the directions
outlined below, so as to study the physics of the power thresh-
old minimum. In the new model, apart from the separate equa-
tions for electron and ion heat transport, an electron-ion
coupling parameter enters as well as the ZF shear damping,
/ Tÿ3=2

i . The important effect of collisional electron-ion cou-
pling is retained, and separate ion and electron heat sources
allow consideration of an arbitrary heating mix. Thus, we can
in principle separate coupling effects from heating mix effects.
This is usually not possible in experiments. As the electron heat
transport is now treated independently, it is logical to include
trapped electron modes in the turbulence field. This allows us
to investigate the relation between the PthðnÞ minimum, and
the location of Ohmic saturation in the sEðnÞ curve.

The plasma density often varies, not only by itself but
also in response to changes in other parameters, and so it is
not so clear which of the changing quantities is crucial to the
L-H transition. In many experiments, the heating mix (NBI-
ECRH) varies along with the density. In recent ASDEX
Upgrade studies, the low-density Pthr (n) branch appears in
ECRH plasmas.27,28,36 In contrast, in recent JET experi-
ments, electrons and ions are heated in approximately equal
proportions.26 It follows that understanding the minimum of
the power threshold requires scans in more than one direc-
tion in parameter space. Based on the above considerations,
in this paper we perform such scans in density and the ion/
electron heating mix. The roles of the ion/electron heat depo-
sition profiles and fueling depths in L-H transitions will be
addressed in a separate publication.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we briefly review the model and present its new fea-
tures. In Sec. III, we describe our methodology to detect and
document the L-H transitions. We present the results of the
model in Sec. IV, followed by a Discussion section that lists
the principal results, addresses remaining uncertainties, and
discusses next steps.

II. THE 6-FIELD MODEL

Proceeding from the 5-field, 1D model described in
detail in Ref. 10, we add a heat transport equation for
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electrons. An electron-ion heat exchange term is also added
to the respective ion equation. These two equations can be
written in terms of the electron and ion pressures as follows:

@Pi;e

@t
þ
1

r

@

@r
rC

pð Þ

i;e ¼ 6
2m

Mse
Pe ÿ Pið Þ

þ Qi;e exp
r ÿ ai;eð Þ

2

2Dr2i;e

" #

; (1)

where se / T3=2
e =n is the electron-electron collision time, m /M

is the mass ratio, Qi,e, ai,e, and Dri,e are the electron and ion heat-
ing rates, heat deposition locations, and heat deposition widths,

respectively. The fluxes CðpÞ
i;e are introduced in the same way as

in Ref. 10. Here, CðpÞ
i ¼ ÿðvn:t: þ v0Þ@Pi=@r where vn:t:

denotes the non-turbulent part of the ion heat transport, while its
turbulent part is

v0 ¼
scc2s I

1þ athVEi
02
: (2)

The neoclassical contribution to the electron heat transport
across the magnetic field is feeble compared to that of the
ions (a reduction factor 0:02 

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=M

p
), due to the small

electron Larmor radius. The situation with the turbulent
transport is more complicated, so for simplicity, we assume
here the same transport for electrons. This will be improved
in the next version of the model. The remaining notation that
we use here is standard and explained in Ref. 10. The main
quantity that drives the particle transport is the DW intensity
I. It is governed by the following equation

@I

@t
¼ cL ÿ Dx I ÿ a0E0 ÿ aVhVEi

02
� �

I þ
@

@r
vNI

@I

@r
: (3)

As in the previous model, the terms in the parentheses con-
trol the growth and decay of the DW intensity. They have
the following meanings (from left to right): linear growth
rate, nonlinear saturation, damping due to the ZF and MF
shears, respectively. The last term on the r.h.s. describes the
radial diffusive self-spreading of the DW intensity. The
instability growth rate cL in Eq. (3) is given by

cL ¼ c0i
cs
R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R

Lp
ÿ

R

Ln
ÿ

R

LTi

� �

crit

s

þ c0ecs r Lÿ1
Te

þ Lÿ1
n

� �
:

(4)

The first term on the r.h.s. of this equation is identical to that
used in Ref. 10 for the ITG drive with the threshold term
ðR=LTiÞcrit, while the second term is new; it corresponds to
the TEM contribution to the growth rate of the DW (with a
numerical factor r  1). However, in our simplified model,
these two different instability mechanisms both pump energy
into the DW spectrum, characterized by the single intensity
I. As the TEM part of the growth rate is composed of the
temperature and density gradients additively, with a signifi-
cantly softer threshold than the ITG flux dependence near
the onset of instability, we neglected the TEM threshold in
the above formula.

The remaining three equations are equivalent to those
used in Ref. 10 in form, but the ion-ion collision frequency
in these equations is now evolved through the local tempera-
ture and density. The same is not true for Eq. (1), which con-
tains the fixed collision time for electrons. Both collisional
and anomalous particle transport coefficients are thus also
evolved and are coupled to the particle source. The colli-
sional diffusivity is much smaller than the turbulent diffusiv-
ity, Dn:t:  D0 (see equations below). The particle transport,
with deposition at the rate Ca, is governed by the following
equation which is valid both for electrons and ions by virtue
of quasineutrality

@n

@t
þ
1

r

@

@r
rC nð Þ

¼ Ca
aÿ r

L2dep
exp

aÿ rð Þ
2

2L2dep

" #

: (5)

Here, the flux

C nð Þ
¼ ÿ Dn:t: þ D0ð Þ

@n

@r
þ Vnn

includes along with the diffusive part discussed above, the
density pinch term with velocity38

Vn ¼ ÿVn0ðDn:t: þ D0Þð2=Rþ 1=LTÞ:

D0 ¼ v0;e is assumed throughout this paper. Next, the poloi-
dal mass flow velocity is evolved according to the following
equation:

@hV#i

@t
¼ ÿa5c0ic2s

a

R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R

Lp
ÿ

R

Ln
ÿ

R

L

� �

crit

s
@I

@r

ÿl neoiiq2R2
hV#iÿ 1:17csqiLÿ1

T

� �
:

The numerical factor 1.17 is strictly valid for large aspect ra-
tio tokamaks in banana regime39 and may become inaccurate
at the edge. The role of this term, however is not important
for this model,10 so we use this form, for simplicity. The
poloidal velocity will be used to obtain the mean flow shear
below which in turn is needed to calculate the transport coef-
ficients v0 and D0

hVEi
0
¼ qicsLÿ1

p ðLÿ1
p ÿ Lÿ1

n Þ ÿ hV#i
0: (6)

Finally, the equation for the ZF energy has the following
form:

@E0

@t
¼

a0E0I

1þ f0hVEi
02
ÿ cdampE0:

The numerator of the first term describes the DW drive of
the ZF, while the denominator accounts for the mean flow
shear suppression of the ZF growth. The second term corre-
sponds to the collisional damping of the ZF. Again, all the
parameters and constants not noted explicitly above are the
same as in Ref. 10, except ii and cdamp / ii now depend on
the local density and temperature rather than on the respec-
tive reference values.
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III. IDENTIFYING AND DOCUMENTING L fi H
TRANSITIONS

Introducing a new feedback loop into the L ! H transi-
tion model—such as the (electron) heating channel with ion
coupling, along with the dependence of this coupling on the
local density and temperatures—makes some of the transi-
tions appear different from those seen on the previous model,
depending on the transition regime. The main issue in identi-
fying the transition is that the variations of physical quanti-
ties at the transition point are very small in certain regimes,
particularly when the density is low. It is not always possible
to distinguish these variations from the conventional time
variability of the system. Moreover, there are documented
cases (as we will see when discussing Fig. 4 below, lower
left surface plot) in which a seemingly well established low-
n pedestal with markedly enhanced rPe does not survive
and the system returns to the L-state. This particular example
arises in the low-density regime with pure electron heating.

Therefore, before discussing the dependence of the L !

H transition power threshold Pthr on the plasma density and
other variables, we first describe the transition criteria for
this model. Using these criteria, in each run we will deter-
mine: (i) if a transition occurred and if yes, (ii) what values
are to be ascribed to the relevant variables at the transition
point. Apart from the clear-cut cases illustrated below, many
transition candidates require an inspection of more than one
quantity to distinguish them from general time variability of
the system. From the menu of “official” H-mode criteria,
which include a drop in Ha=Da signals and the formation of
a pedestal in the density profile, we can (obviously) use only
the latter in this study. To make matters more difficult, the
temporal growth in spatially averaged density associated
with the buildup of the pedestal at the edge, is often too slow
to resolve the transition in time, and even to determine
whether or not it occurred at all. Otherwise, the spatially
averaged quantities are more practically useful transition
indicators than the physically more meaningful density gra-
dient at the edge. In particular, the transition identification
problem occurs in low-density regimes, where the edge gra-
dients typically develop slowly and cannot be readily identi-
fied. At the same time, spatially averaged ZF, MF, and DW
typically vary more noticeably in time. For example, DW in-
tensity drops strongly at the transition so, we use these varia-
tions as the transition signature instead of the density jump,
when the latter is too small to measure (examples will be
given and discussed below, Fig. 2).

However helpful the average quantities, an inspection of
the spatio-temporal behavior of the transition is required for
its identification, primarily via the buildup of edge gradients.
The incidence of a strong MF jet, narrowly peaked at the
edge, is another transition signal. It is important to note that,
as the neoclassical heat transport of electrons is strongly sup-
pressed in the current model, rPe is stronger at the edge
than rPi and even rn during and after the LH transition (cf.
Ref. 27). Turning to the quantitative criteria of L! H transi-
tions that we applied in this study, they are somewhat differ-
ent in the cases with and without the preceding limit-cycle
oscillations (LCO). For the former, we require that the

variation in at least one variable is double the oscillation am-
plitude or more and the transition occurs in a period of time
shorter than the LCO period. In the non-LCO cases, we
require that at least one of the variables changes by at least
20%. The other variables may show only feeble signs of
transition, which is exemplified in Fig. 2. Before considering
marginal, low-density transitions described above, it is
worthwhile to start from a clear-cut transition, as shown in
Fig. 1. Here, four quantities (core line-averaged plasma den-
sity, ZF, MF, and DW), all of which clearly change at the
transition, are plotted as functions of the heating rate
QðtÞ ¼ Qi þ Qe, rather than the more commonly used time.
Since we use a non-decreasing Q(t) source, this representa-
tion of the transition dynamics has the advantage of yielding
the value of the power threshold Pthr  QðttransÞ directly. In
other words, we do not need to obtain the ttrans first and then
determine Pthr by matching it to the Q(t) curve. Note that the
temporal variation of Q(t) can still be extracted from the den-
sity of the data points on each curve in Figs. 1 and 2, which
are given at equal time intervals. The core line-averaged den-
sity is chosen as an “independent” variable in Pthr (n) instead
of the edge density, because it is used in many experiments
and because it is a robust characteristic of e – i thermal cou-
pling, crucial to the transition. Indeed, as electron heat is de-
posited in the core, its coupling to the edge temperature and
density gradients depends strongly on the density and tem-
perature in the core. This embodies the interplay between the
macroscopic core transport phenomena and mesoscale edge
phenomena in L-H transition dynamics.

For the purposes of the present study, where we do not
consider back transitions and hysteresis, the most effective
choice of the time dependence of heating power appears to
be the following. We nominally divide each run into three
phases. During the initial phase, Q(t) is kept at a reasonably
low level, chosen so as to maintain the L-mode. If Q was
fixed at this level, the system would reside in the L-state
indefinitely long. To initiate transition, we gradually raise Q
in the second phase. It is this phase during which the L ! H
transition is expected. If it occurs, the purpose of the third
phase is to make sure that the established H-mode is sustain-
able. In that regard, this phase is similar to the first one, as Q
is kept nearly constant, though at an elevated level.

More specifically, the heating rate Q(t) varies with time
between its initial value Qmin ¼

�Q ÿ DQ=2 and final value
Qmax ¼

�Q þ DQ=2 as follows Q ¼ �Q þ DQtanhðt=DtÞ=2. As
explained above, the macroscopic heating ramp time Dt is
deliberately chosen to be much longer than the characteristic
(microscopic) transition time but significantly shorter than
the duration of the initial and final phases, during which Q
stays close to its respective initial and final values. This sepa-
ration of the time scale enforces spontaneous transitions
which occur between two quasi-stationary states of the sys-
tem, so as to separate them from variations caused by the
time dependence of Q(t). Of course, there are limitations to
this statement—we must choose DQ and Dt appropriately,
for practical reasons. But this particular choice of power
ramp has proven efficient in scanning extended domains in
parameter space. In most cases, it produces a transition in a
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single run. If not, we continue it by adding another DQ-incre-
ment to the maximum Q, reached before.

Again, in the low-density regimes the density jump Dn
across the transition often becomes indistinguishable from
the common system variability, while the jumps in other
quantities (such as rPe at the edge) remain clearly identifia-
ble. We use these quantities to register transitions in such
cases. Examples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Finally, to validate a transition we make sure that there
is no back transition in the absence of a decrease in power or

change in fueling. These transient phenomena (or failed tran-
sitions) occur in runs executed for system parameters typical
for the weak transitions at low density, as mentioned earlier.
A surface plot representation of the spatio-temporal evolu-
tion of the system is most useful for this purpose. First, we
give a clear-cut example of a strong transition preceded by
an I-phase, shown on the top row of Fig. 4. A strong mean
EB flow shear jet localized at the edge is one clear signa-
ture of an established H-mode. This is illustrated in Fig. 5,
along with the spatial distributions of other important

FIG. 1. L ! H transition event shown
in four characteristic variables, core
line-averaged: density, ZF energy, MF
EB velocity, and DW energy. They
are shown as functions of the heating
rate Q(t) rather than time t, where Q
varies between Q1 and Q2>Q1 indi-
cated as the beginning and the end of
the integration interval. Here, dQ/
dt> 0 over the integration time
t1< t< t2. Data points are taken at
equal time intervals, so their density
on each curve indicates both the rate at
which Q is changing and how quickly
the changes in the variables occur.

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for
the case of a weak transition. Arrows
show the time which is considered to
be the LH transition point. Rapid
changes of dependent variables at the
beginning of integration show a fast
relaxation to the L-mode (effect of ini-
tial conditions).
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ingredients of the L ! H transition, the DW and ZF. This
particular case is one of a strong H-mode. It will also be
used in the discussions of physical characteristics of strong
H-mode states later in the paper.

Note that the ZF energy drops but does not vanish com-
pletely, even after a strong transition, unlike in the 0D
model.3 The same is true for the DW energy (not shown in
Fig. 4). These observations help us to identify and reject
failed transitions, such as that shown on the bottom row of
Fig. 4. Namely, an H-mode state appears here in the middle
of the ramp-up phase and, indeed, a mean flow jet forms
near the edge, signifying the transition. However, the jet is
not well isolated from the MF in the core so, they merge into

a smooth, large scale MF which does not provide sufficient
shear to suppress turbulence and transport. This leads to a
back-transition, even though the power is still rising. We
reject these events as LH transition candidates.

When an LH transition is validated using the rules
described above, we still need to assign specific values to rel-
evant quantities at the moment of transition. The most natu-
ral choice would be to use the quantities immediately
preceding the transition. The difficulty with this choice
occurs when the system undergoes a transition through an I-
phase (e.g., Fig. 4, upper row). The relevant quantities oscil-
late quite strongly prior to the transition, thus making the
pre-transition value ambiguous. In this case, it is important
to distinguish among: (a) values at the beginning of the I-
phase, (b) time-averaged values during the I-phases, and (c)
values just prior to I ! H transition. The same is true for the
post transition values, particularly because of significant

FIG. 4. Top row: an example of LH transition with an extended pre-transition I-phase, shown for the electron pressure Pe, ZF energy and the MF velocity.
Strong, edge-localized MF is a marker of the H-mode. Bottom row: an example of a failed transition with inward propagation. The edge MF jet starts to form
but then merge with the large scale MF.

FIG. 3. Example of weak LH transition shown in terms of electron pressure
Pe as a function of time and radius. Unlike the case shown in Fig. 4, the ped-
estal gradually builds up only after the actual transition occurs at t¼ 10 000.

FIG. 5. Radial distributions of DW, ZF, and MF for Hmix ¼ 0:7.
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overshoot and the ensuing oscillations. Therefore, to register
the transition point for a quantity that, say, grows in time
during the transition, we use its value midway between the
last minimum before, and the first maximum after, the transi-
tion. An example of this procedure is shown with the arrows
in Fig. 2.

IV. RESULTS

With the above method for documenting the transition,
we proceed to investigate possible mechanisms for the
observed minimum in the power threshold Pthr (n), where n
is the core line-averaged density at the moment of LH transi-
tion. Focusing on this goal, we will scan Pthr in reference
density (nref), and ion/electron heating ratio, as we can
directly control these parameters, unlike n. Since we have
added new components to the model, it is necessary to begin
by making contact with its previous versions. The respective
model studies were made by scanning the reference density
nref (in ZF damping rate cdamp / nref=T

3=2
ref ) measured in the

previous model10 in the units of 1020mÿ3, which has been
adopted in this paper. Note that nref is fixed during each LH
transition. The monotonic growth of PthðnrefÞ was thus
caused by the growth of ZF damping, as it requires more
power to trigger the transition. By contrast, in the new model
the ZF damping depends on the density and temperature
ðcdamp / n=T3=2

i Þ which evolve in time and space, so the sim-
ple monotonic dependence is not guaranteed, on account of
these new feedback loops. Also, as we already remarked, nref
is used here as a control parameter to generate the depend-
ence Pthr (n). The latter is thus not a scan of Pthr in n but
rather a parametric representation of two functions,
PthrðnrefÞ and nðnrefÞ in the ðn;PthrÞ plane. This will be shown
as a scatter plot in Fig. 6 below. Of course, n depends not
only on nref but also on other parameters, such as the fueling
rate Ca (Eq. (5)), density at the boundary (both scaled to
nref), parameters in the transport coefficients, etc. (kept fixed
at levels inherited from Ref. 10). To probe the power thresh-
old Pthr (n), we will change only nref or Hmix from run to run.

The above choice of the density variable n is suggested by
our results below, as the data are better organized in n than
in nref. More importantly, this choice of n is consistent with
most of the experiments. To justify this choice and to see the
effect of the new feed-back loops, we present the Pthr as two
separate functions Pthr (n) and Pthrðnref Þ in Figs. 6 and 7. As
we discussed, n is not a control parameter of the model and
is related to the control parameter nref only in a rather com-
plicated way. This point is illustrated in Fig. 8 generated
from the same data set as the Figs. 6 and 7. Clearly, n is
related to nref depending on the regime of any given LH tran-
sition. In particular, transitions at rather close values of nref
vary abruptly in their strength (e.g., jump in n) and in other
aspects, such as the presence of an LCO. Currently, we do
not have a simple physical explanation for the nðnrefÞ de-
pendence shown in Fig. 8 but, as it embodies a distinct bifur-
cation phenomenon, sharp variations of the order parameter
at points that may be considered as critical should not be
surprising.

In these runs the external heat is deposited into the ions,
which corresponds to the previous model studies. The elec-
trons heat only by collisional heat exchange with ions.
Strong transitions with the density variation Dn> 0.1 are
marked out with the squares. Fig. 6 shows that the general
trend is an increase of Pthr with n. This is largely consistent
with the results of the preceding model,10 given the

FIG. 6. Scatter plot of the power threshold for the LH transition Pthr shown
against the core line-averaged density. Squares indicate strong transitions
with the density jumps � 0.1 or stronger. Circles indicate weaker transitions.
Throughout this paper, we use equal values for the widths of the heat sources
Dre¼D ri¼ 0.15a, for electrons and ions, (see Eq. (1)), and for the heat dep-
osition radii ae,i¼ 0.3a.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but as a function of reference density, nref.

FIG. 8. The core line-averaged density n as a function of reference density
nref, shown using the same data set as in Figs. 6 and 7.
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reservations regarding the choice of n vs nref, discussed
above. There is a noticeable difference from the previous
model results in the low-density regime, which can be attrib-
uted to the dependence of the ZF damping on the local
plasma density and temperature in the new model. In particu-
lar, there are regions of a non-monotonic PthrðnrefÞ, clearly
resulting from non-monotonic relation between n and nref,
Fig. 8. These data are also indicative of possibly non-single-
valued Pthr (n), as shown in Fig. 6. Such behavior is not sur-
prising as those plots are merely the projections on the
ðPthr; nÞ-plane of a presumably more complicated functional
relation between these variables in an extended parameter
space. These relations more fully describe the transport
bifurcation and they include new feedback loops, absent in
the previous model.

It might be tempting to relate the local minima in
PthrðnrefÞ produced by the new model and shown in Fig. 7, to
those observed in the experiments, e.g., Ref. 28. However,
the experimental minima are broader by a factor of two or
more, and noticeably deeper. The model-produced PthðnrefÞ
also shows a quasi-discontinuous behavior in the low-density
regime, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Although the
experimental data are scattered, there is no clear indication
of such a feature in them. More importantly, we need to use
the core line-averaged n instead of nref, to compare model
predictions with experiments, as discussed earlier.

So, we turn to the premise put forward in the
Introduction and test whether the minimum in Pthr (n) results
from e – i thermal coupling acting together with the ZF
damping, by studying the response of both these quantities to
n. First, we explore the Pthr (n), when all the heat initially
goes to electrons, while ions receive it from them only via
collisions. The results are presented in Fig. 9 and they show
a smooth monotonic growth of the power threshold with den-
sity. The obvious difference from the pure ion-heating case,
discussed above, may be attributed to a mediated heat trans-
fer to the ions, but the general trend of growing power is con-
sistent with the idea that the ions are the key for the transition
and the ZF damping increase is the cause for Pthr (n) to
increase with density. We note here that this behavior is on
the surface inconsistent with one recent experiment27 which
claims a monotonic decrease of Pthr with n for a pure ECH

regime. We will discuss this issue below, and proceed now
with the original plan.

As there is no clear minimum in both pure electron and
pure ion heating regimes, we attempt mixed heating. For this
purpose, we introduce a control parameter that characterizes
the mix of ion and electron heating in Eq. (1) as follows:

Hmix ¼
Qi

Qi þ Qe


Qi

Q
: (7)

This definition obviously implies that Qi ¼ HmixQ and
Qe ¼ ð1ÿ HmixÞQ, where Q denotes the total power depos-
ited into the plasma. We will vary Hmix between 0 and 1. The
above results shown in Figs. 6–8 and Fig. 9 correspond to
Hmix ¼ 1 and Hmix ¼ 0, respectively. In a general case of
0 < Hmix < 1, this parameter characterizes the local partition
of the heating power between the two species. We exploit
Hmix to isolate the effects of thermal coupling between the
species on the LH transition. As the experiment28 suggests,
at the low-density end of the Pthr data, the power goes mostly
to electrons (i.e., as for ECH) implying Hmix  1; at the
high density end it goes to ions as if for NBI, that is
Hmix  1. The most recent ASDEX experiment,27 though,
made it possible to apply the ECH throughout the low-
density branch of the Pthr (n) curve. Nonetheless, it is not
obvious that this situation truly corresponds to the choice
Hmix ¼ 0 in our model, Fig. 9. The reason is that a significant
part of the electron heat may be transferred to the ions anom-
alously by collisionless processes – an effect which is not
included in the heat exchange in Eq. (1). This would corre-
spond to Hmix > 0 in the model, even if only ECH is applied.
Simply put, Hmix is a control parameter of the model but we
cannot map it to heat partition in the real experiments quanti-
tatively, because we do not know the fraction of the electron
heat that possibly bypasses Eq. (1) on its way to the ions. We
will discuss this problem somewhat further in Sec. V.

Under these circumstances, our strategy is to obtain the
dependence of Pthrðn;HmixÞ, first on both n and Hmix as on in-
dependent variables. Then, by imposing a plausible con-
straint on these variables as Hmix ¼ HmixðnÞ, we reduce
Pthrðn;HmixÞ to a function of a single variable n, that is
PthrðnÞ ¼ Pthr½n;HmixðnÞ. This function can be directly com-
pared against the Pthr profile obtained experimentally. To
implement this plan we have performed a scan sampling
200þ transition candidates. Note that the methodology out-
lined in Sec. III allows us to do this efficiently. Some 60
transitions have been selected and are presented in a form of
a 3D scatter plot of the function Pthrðn;HmixÞ shown in
Fig. 10. These results demonstrate that once the heating mix
changes in the way we described—that is Hmix grows monot-
onically with n for the data set presented in Fig. 10—the
power threshold must pass through a minimum. Indeed,
based on experimental settings,28 the HmixðnÞ constraint on
the ðn;HmixÞ plane, should connect the corner for Hmix ’ 1
and high n, with the opposite corner Hmix ’ 0 and low n. We
see that unless the density at the end of this path is taken to
be extremely low (where, at best, only marginal transitions
occur) a minimum in Pthðn;HmixÞ cannot be missed. While
its exact shape depends on the specific choice of the HmixðnÞ

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 6 but with Qi¼ 0, Eq. (1), that is the heat here is
deposited into electrons.
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constraint—which should be provided by the experiment—
we see that the minimum is generic.

It must be noted that the coverage of the ðHmix; nÞ plane
could be better even though the model efficiency in selecting
and classifying the transitions is greatly improved as com-
pared to the earlier versions. The choice of ðn;HmixÞ- sample
shown in Fig. 10 is dictated by the experimental trend of
electron biased heating at lower densities and ion biased
heating at higher densities. However, an abundant sub-
sample at Hmix¼ 1 (pure ion heating) is also included into
the plot. As we emphasized earlier, n cannot be varied at
will, which partially explains the limited coverage.
Nevertheless, it is easy to see that if we navigate through the
data set from the high n, Hmix ¼ 1 corner to moderately low
n, Hmix ¼ 0 corner, the value of Pthr will pass through a
minimum.

To illustrate this aspect of the results, we select a subset
of data points from the sample in Fig. 10. The subset is con-
strained by merely the condition of monotonic growth of
HmixðnÞ, but is otherwise arbitrary. The resulting dependence
of Pthr (n) is shown in Fig. 11. We also plot the HmixðnÞ con-
straint, adopted to generate the Pthr (n) profile. It is important
to emphasize here that, given the absence of clear minima in
Pthr (n) or Pthr (n) shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the minimum in

Pthr (n) in Fig. 11 largely results from the hidden HmixðnÞ de-
pendence in the function of two variables Pthrðn;HmixÞ, as
explained in the preceding paragraph. We discuss the physi-
cal ambiguity in HmixðnÞ selection in Sec. V.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this work has been to elucidate
the physics of the minimum in the L ! H power threshold
as a function of plasma density, n. The principal results of
our investigation are:

(i) LH transitions are initiated when the ion pressure gra-
dient at the edge becomes strong enough to generate
strong zonal flow and mean flow shear.

(ii) Before locking in to the H-mode, these quantities typ-
ically fluctuate, with some trend of inward propaga-
tion, over a broad region adjacent to the edge.

(iii) The subsequent lock in to a strong H-mode is charac-
terized by the following processes, occurring nearly
simultaneously:
(a) abrupt reduction of the spatially averaged inten-

sity of the turbulence and fluctuation-driven
flow components.

(b) build up of a strong laminar mean flow jet, nar-
rowly localized at the edge.

(c) significant reduction and shift of the zonal flow
shear peak inwards relative to the mean flow jet.

(d) build up of a strong gradient of ion and electron
pressure at the edge, co-located with the mean
flow jet but outside the zonal flow peak.

(iv) The LH transition power threshold grows monotonically
with the core line-averaged density in both pure ion and
pure electron heating regimes with some flattening in
low-density regimes, but with no clear minima.

(v) The descending low-density branch of the Pthr (n)
curve, followed by a distinct minimum, results from a
combination of the growing efficiency of electron-to-
ion collisional heat transfer, together with the growing
fraction of heat deposited into ions.

(vi) The upturn of Pthr (n) starts when the ZF damping
prevails over the trends in (v), thus requiring increas-
ingly more power for the transition.

(vii) The heating mix HmixðnÞ is essential for the heat
transport from the core to build up the ion pressure
gradient at the edge, rPi, which is the primary driver
of the LH transition.

The data set on Pthr (n), obtained in experiments, is rap-
idly expanding, e.g., Refs. 26–28, 36, and 40–42, but does
not yet provide a direct relation between the e – i heating ra-
tio and the density, that is HmixðnÞ in our notation. As we
saw, such a relation is crucial for the model calculations of
the L-H power threshold Pthr (n), and especially for its mini-
mum. The comparison of the model predictions shown in
Fig. 11 with the measurements shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 28,
for example, is nevertheless encouraging, as the model pre-
diction is even quantitatively consistent with these results.
However, the choice of Hmix here is somewhat arbitrary,
albeit plausible, and not optimized to fit the data to the

FIG. 11. Dashed line: monotonic dependence of Hmix(n), arbitrarily chosen
from the sample shown in Fig. 10. Solid line: the resulting Pthr (n), con-
strained by the relation shown with the dashed line.

FIG. 10. 3D scatter plot of transition power threshold Pthr in heating mix -
density variables, Hmix and n. The choice of n, Hmix points in the sample is
dictated by the experimental trend of electron biased heating at lower den-
sities and ion biased heating at higher densities. However, an extended sub-
sample at Hmix¼ 1 (pure ion heating) is also included into the plot.
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model. Except for a rather special choice of the subset
HmixðnÞ in Fig. 10, that would go into the corner of the low-
ermost n, Hmix ¼ 0 from the high n, Hmix ¼ 1 corner, the
minimum in Pthr (n) appears generic. Besides, it cannot be
guaranteed that, depending on the choice of the subset,
HmixðnÞ has no other local minima or maxima in the areas of
the parameter space not covered by the study. However,
based on the current data coverage, there is no evidence for
that. It should also be noted that the precise shape of the
Pthr (n) curve depends on the subset choice and is con-
strained by the incomplete coverage of ðn;HmixÞ plane. All
told, the prospects for extracting the HmixðnÞ curve from the
observations merit a brief discussion.

In principle, the power deposited in electrons through
ECRH can be measured accurately,43 but requires dedicated
experimentation to do so.36 By including the NBI ion heating
that dominates the high-density branch of Pthr (n), one
should be able to get an idea of HmixðnÞ dependence in real
devices. However, other power sources may also contribute
to Pthr. These include Ohmic heating and the power extracted
from the diamagnetically stored energy.26 In particular, Qe in
Eq. (7) should be taken as Qe ¼ PECH þ POhmic, while
Qi ¼ PICRF þ PNBI, less the diamagnetic stored energy loss
rate for ions. It appears then that the present day experiments
should be able to condense their complicated heating
schemes into the HmixðnÞ dependence, which is needed to
test the model capability to reproduce the Pthr (n) curve
quantitatively. The knowledge of the heating mix HmixðnÞ is
essential to understand the energy pathway from the heat
deposition Qi;e in the core to the ion pressure gradient at the
edge, rPi, which is the primary driver of the LH transition.

Turning to the uncertainties and future improvements of
the model, a sizable fraction of ECRH power can go to ions,
thus compromising the assumed HmixðnÞ dependence through
mechanisms not directly related to the collisional e – i cou-
pling.44,45 For example, the ECRH/Ohmic-heated electrons
may develop a suprathermal component (akin to runaway)
which, in turn, can drive high frequency electron modes. This
energy may collisionlessly couple to the ions, and is thus unac-
counted for via the Hmix parameter. To give a simple example,
the magnetized plasma waves x ’ x pekk=k ðx pe < x ceÞ,
driven by anisotropic suprathermal electrons via the Doppler
resonance kkvk ’ x ce=c, can redirect x =x ce of their free
energy to ions by nonlinear Landau damping,46 rather than e – i
collisions. It follows then that along with understanding the link
between the microscopic turbulent phenomena and the meso-
scale flow shear due to the Reynolds work, we need to better
understand the link between macroscopic energy deposition via
core heating and the turbulence controllingrPi at the edge.

For electrostatic turbulence, the explicit dependence of
collisionless energy transfer on density can be expected to be
weak. However, indirect dependence is possible, via the
effect of zonal flow damping in regulating fluctuation inten-
sity levels. Additional density dependence can enter through
b, for electromagnetic turbulence.

In particular, note that this study suggests that the rela-
tion between the traditional experimental power control pa-
rameter (i.e., Pthr) and the physical quantity which actually
controls the transition, namely, the edge ion heat flux Qi(a),

is not so simple, especially in electron heating regimes. The
parameter T ¼ sequ=sEe is relevant. Here sequ is the colli-
sional equilibration time and sEe is the electron energy con-
finement time. For T > Tcrit  Oð1Þ, electron heat will be
lost by transport before it can be coupled to the ions, result-
ing in a high Pthr – i.e., a large amount of power must be
injected to achieve a sufficient Qi(a). For T < Tcrit, sufficient
electron heat is coupled to the ions to achieve an adequate
Qi(a) at moderate power. This observation of a link between
the collisional thermal equilibration and the minimum in
Pthr (n) is supported by Fig. 12 obtained from data from
several tokamaks.47 The figure shows the close relation
between:

(a) The density at which the Ohmic energy confinement
time saturates—i.e., rolls over from the linear Ohmic
confinement (LOC) phase to the saturated Ohmic con-
finement (SOC) phase. This critical density is set by
the competition between LOC electron thermal trans-
port and collisional electron-ion coupling. This is
effectively the content of the parameter T defined
above. (N.B. Fig. 12 plots the critical density at fixed
q, which implies fixed collisionality).

(b) The observed minimum in the Pthr (n) curve. This close
correspondence supports the hypothesis that the
decreasing Pthr branch of the Pthr (n) curve reflects an
increase in Qi(a) due to increased collisional coupling
of electrons heat to the ions.

Within the current model, we explored the L! H power
threshold Pthr dependence on the core line-averaged density
n, measured at the moment of transition. This was done by
varying the e – i heating ratio, Hmix, and the plasma reference

FIG. 12. Compilation of the data from several tokamaks showing the rela-
tion between the LOC/SOC transition density (smooth curve) and the
Pthr (n) density minima (“star” values). The correlation between the two
trends is evident. Apart from the data points shown with the “stars,” the plot
is adopted from Fig. 7 of Ref. 47, where further explanations can also be
found.
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density nref. As we stated earlier, n is not strictly a control
parameter in the Pthr (n) dependence, while Hmix and nref are.
But there are a number of other control parameters that may
affect Pthr (n). In order to understand the mechanism of the
minimum in Pthr (n) by varying the minimal number of con-
trol parameters that govern it, we kept the other control pa-
rameters fixed. These parameters are the fueling rate Ca and
depth Ldep, [Eq. (5)], heat deposition radii ae;i and widths
Dre;i [Eq. (1)], as well as other model parameters whose
influence on the system dynamics was examined using the
preceding version of the model.10 A preliminary assessment
shows that the impact of the heat/particle deposition parame-
ters on the L-H threshold is also strong enough to include
them in the next study with this model. In particular, the
impact of fueling other than by gas feed (i.e., pellets, SMBI,
etc.) should be explored, as well.34,48

Our study indicates that, on the descending branch of
Pthr (n), ions must receive an increasingly higher fraction of
the total heat available, in addition to the collisional heat
input from electrons. On the high-density branch, where ions
are heated (mainly) directly, and as the ZF damping grows
with n, Pthr must also grow. The overall picture is consistent
with the following two premises: (i) the DW turbulence cou-
pling to the turbulence-driven flow is a key trigger, (ii) the
L-H transition is locked in by V0

E  rPi=n, i.e., by ion dia-
magnetic EB shear.

Future work will focus on several topics, which include,
but are not limited to:

(a) the effect of toroidal rotation and toroidal velocity
shear on the threshold power,

(b) the impact of fueling by injection (i.e., pellets, SMBI,
etc.),

(c) the effect of collisionless coupling and energy transfer
by turbulence between electrons and ions on Pthr, in
electron heating regimes. This is particularly relevant
to ITER, and may also be relevant to strong ECH at
low density.44,45

(d) the effect of energetic particles, which will introduce
another energy channel,

(e) improved electron confinement regimes at low density
where edge rTe steepens more dramatically than edge
rn.27

Item (c) is especially relevant to this paper. In collision-
less regimes, electron-ion energy transfer mediated by drift
wave turbulence can exceed collisional coupling.44,45,49 The
scalings of this transfer in density, temperature, and tempera-
ture gradient are predicted to be radically different from
those of collisional coupling. Thus, the structure of the
Pthr (n) curve in ITER may differ significantly from that for
present day tokamaks. Work on this important question is
underway and will be discussed in future publications.
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